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Abstract In the field of enzymatic catalysis, creating

activity from a non catalytic scaffold is a daunting

task. Introduction of a catalytically active moiety within a

protein scaffold offers an attractive means for the creation

of artificial metalloenzymes. With this goal in mind,

introduction of a biotinylated d6-piano-stool complex

within streptavidin (SAV) affords enantioselective artificial

transfer-hydrogenases for the reduction of prochiral

ketones. Based on an X-ray crystal structure of a highly

selective hybrid catalyst, displaying significant disorder

around the biotinylated catalyst [g6-(p-cymene)Ru(Biot-p-

L)Cl], we report on molecular dynamics simulations to

shed light on the protein–cofactor interactions and contacts.

The results of these simulations with classical force field

indicate that the SAV-biotin and SAV-catalyst complexes

are more stable than ligand-free SAV. The point mutations

introduced did not affect significantly the overall behavior

of SAV and, unexpectedly, the P64G substitution did not

provide additional flexibility to the protein scaffold. The

metal-cofactor proved to be conformationally flexible, and

the S112K or P64G mutants proved to enhance this effect

in the most pronounced way. The network of intermolec-

ular hydrogen bonds is efficient at stabilizing the position

of biotin, but much less at fixing the conformation of an

extended biotinylated ligand. This leads to a relative con-

formational freedom of the metal-cofactor, and a poorly

localized catalytic metal moiety. MD calculations with

ab initio potential function suggest that the hydrogen bonds

alone are not sufficient factors for full stabilization of the

biotin. The hydrophobic biotin-binding pocket (and gen-

erally protein scaffold) maintains the hydrogen bonds

between biotin and protein.

Keywords (Strept)avidin � Biotinylation �
Enantioselectivity � DFT � Classical and ab initio force

field molecular dynamics

Introduction

The optimization of the catalytic performance for a par-

ticular reaction and substrate is one of the most active

branches of chemistry [1, 2]. Catalyst optimization fre-

quently relies on high-throughput screening methods,

which omit the tedious task of detailed experimental and

computational investigation of each catalyst-candidate [3–

5]. In the context of enantioselective transformations,

homogeneous and enzymatic catalysis occupy a prominent

place. With the aim of combining attractive features of

both techniques, artificial metalloenzymes, which rely on

the introduction of a catalytically active organometallic

moiety in a protein scaffold [6] have recently witnessed a

revival [7–10]. The presence of the protein host modifies

the local environment of the metal center, and this either

generates or influences the catalytic activity provided by
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the metal center [2, 11–14]. Proteins, which supply a chiral

environment around an achiral metal moiety may induce

enantioselectivity, by interacting with the metal and/or the

prochiral substrate via weak interactions. In recent years,

several complementary approaches have been successfully

pursued towards the creation and optimization of artificial

enzymes including metalloenzymes [14–22].

Avidin and streptavidin (SAV) ((strept)avidin refers to

avidin or streptavidin indiscriminately hereafter) are pro-

teins well known for their biotin-binding properties. They

possess a tetrameric structure with four biotin-binding

pockets. The affinity of biotin for avidin and streptavidin

ranks amongst the strongest non-covalent interactions

found in Nature: 1013 M-1 and 1015 M-1, respectively

[23–25]. This feature has led to a variety of applications of

the (strept)avidin–biotin technology in biochemistry and

medicine: biosensors, immunoassays, separation, signal

amplification and protection techniques [23, 26, 27]. The

strong binding of biotin to (strept)avidin results from

the cooperative combination of several factors: hydrogen

bonding network formation in the cavity, hydrophobic

effects provided by surrounding aromatic residues [28–30],

protein reorganization (estimated to be the main unfavor-

able process [31]) or loss of translational and rotational

entropy of the ligand. The hydrophobic pocket provided by

the cage of aromatic residues (avidin: Tyr and Trp, strep-

tavidin: Trp) provides significant portion of the binding

energy, and its action is only slightly affected by substi-

tution of the Trp residues with 4-, 5- or 6-fluorotryptophan

[30]. Recently, cooperativity of hydrogen bonding and role

of cavity desolvation for the biotin-binding were studied by

classical molecular dynamics and ab initio calculations [32,

33], revealing the important role of the charged Asp128

residue which polarizes the ureido moiety in the biotin.

Since the stability of the biotin or biotinylated ligand in the

binding pocket of streptavidin is strongly affected by the

presence of the hydrogen bonding network, one of arising

questions is the dynamics of this network. This problem

will be addressed in the current study by molecular

dynamics techniques.

The main aim of this study is an investigation of the host

(strept)avidin—guest (cofactor) interactions. Two kinds of

biotinylated cofactors binding to streptavidin and its

mutants were studied. Firstly, the streptavidin–biotin sys-

tem, which served as an example of the prototypical pro-

tein–ligand complex, was investigated. This part of the

simulations was used to establish the dynamics of the

protein and the hydrogen bonding network at the biotin-

binding site, as mentioned above. Secondly, the streptavi-

din-[g6-(p-cymene)Ru(Biot-p-L)Cl] interactions (Biot-p-L

is a shorthand notation for the organic part of the cofactor

pictured in Scheme 1) were examined. The [g6-(p-cyme-

ne)Ru(Biot-p-L)Cl] cofactor attached to the protein host is

an artificial metalloenzyme with a high catalytic activity

and selectivity in enantioselective transfer hydrogenation

of prochiral substrates [21] following the general asym-

metric catalytic mechanism described by Noyori et al. [34].

Special attention was devoted to the flexibility of the bio-

tinylated cofactors, which may be important in the per-

formance of the asymmetric catalysis [21, 35]. At least the

catalytic part of the cofactor is exposed to the solvent, so

that the transfer hydrogenation can be efficiently catalyzed.

This fact means that the disorder in the position of the

cofactor can be expected, and the crucial question is if this

disorder can be estimated and controlled. Increased con-

formational flexibility of the cofactors leads to a statistical

averaging of the environment of the catalytic center. This

fact hinders the rational search for optimal conditions

for asymmetric catalysis. The recent X-ray crystal struc-

ture determination of the S112K-streptavidin-[g6-(ben-

zene)Ru(Biot-p-L)Cl] complex [36] has revealed that the

cofactor is disordered: the biotin part is well-localized,

while the phenylsulfonyl and ethylenediamine moieties are

disordered. As a result, the occupancy of the experimen-

tally determined position of the metal and its first coordi-

nation sphere is only 20%. This can be attributed to one of

several possible causes: dissociation of the cofactor from

the protein during crystallization; steric hindrance between

two bulky cofactors in two neighboring binding pockets of

tetrameric streptavidin (experimental Ru–Ru distance is

only 4.44 Å for a full occupancy); or—conformational

flexibility of the cofactor [36]. Most probably, the metal

moiety is located on a soft potential energy surface with

very little preference for any of numerous localizations. If

there were only a few well-defined positions of the metal,

the X-ray experiment would be able to locate them.

Another interesting experimental fact is that even if the

solution contains racemic form of the cofactor, the crystal

structure of the S112K-SAV-[g6-(benzene)Ru(Biot-p-L)Cl]

complex contains the cofactor with S configuration at the

ruthenium, which is predicted according to Noyori’s

mechanism, to afford the (S)-reduction product. Gratify-

ingly this corresponds to the observed enantiomer of the

product [36]. Such enantioselective binding of the cofactor

deserves further examination. In this context, a thorough

insight in the protein–cofactor interactions at the atomistic

level is required. Thus, we employed molecular dynamics

based on classical and ab initio force fields to (i) include a

statistical sampling of the configurational space of complex

systems, (ii) examine in detail the hydrogen bonding net-

work between biotin and the binding site, and (iii) analyze

the evolution of the molecular properties as a function of

time. We have chosen one of the best-performing catalysts,

[g6-(p-cymene)Ru(Biot-p-L)Cl], as the metal-containing

coenzyme. This ligand and its analogues have proven

active, but not enantioselective, transfer hydrogenation
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catalysts in solution, and addition of SAV was needed to

generate enantiomeric excess [35]. Our selection of strep-

tavidin mutants encompasses mutations in the vicinity of

the metal and mutations affecting the stability of some

structural elements of the protein involved in biotin-

binding.

Computational methodology

Molecular dynamics simulations carried out in the frame-

work of this study consist of two parts: MD based on the

classical and DFT force fields. Various details of these

calculations will be provided below.

Procedures related to the classical force field MD

simulation

Classical force field molecular dynamics (MD) simulations

were performed for tetrameric core streptavidin (residues

13–135) in the following variants: apo (cofactor-free) WT

SAV and mutants—S112A, S112K and P64G (see Fig. 1).

Furthermore, the complexes of WT SAV and its mutants

with biotin and with [g6-(p-cymene)Ru(Biot-p-L)Cl] were

investigated. Both R and S configurations at the ruthenium

atom were considered. Genetic optimization of SAV

proved to be an efficient means to improve both activity

and selectivity. In this context, S112A was found to be

among the most promising mutants with respect to the

obtained yield and (R)-enantioselectivity [21]. In contrast,

S112K affords (S)-reduction products. The P64 residue can

indirectly influence the behavior of the L7,8 loop of

streptavidin (residues 112–122) and the mutation of P64 to

G exchanges a rigid residue with a flexible one. Finally, the

P64G mutant had a significantly improved activity com-

pared to WT SAV [35]. The X-ray data for the tetrameric

streptavidin–biotin complex (PDB entry: 2IZF) at 1.58 Å

resolution was used as a template for initial atomic coor-

dinates [37]. Two chains of the SAV initial model (2IZF

PDB code) were shorter by two residues (K134 and P135)

than the other two chains, which explains why the net

charges of the protein models were not multiples of 4 (see

section ‘‘Classical force field molecular dynamics models

preparation’’). The models for simulation were prepared

without equalizing the chain lengths, that is deleting or

adding K134 and P135 to the relevant chains. Our decision

(not to equalize the chains of the X-ray 2IZF PDB structure)

was made because this structure presents even more general

approximation: it describes the core streptavidin (13–135)

instead of the full-length SAV. Because of the flexibility of

the terminal residues, the structure of pure full-length

streptavidin is not determined with the desired accuracy.

Therefore, we chose to follow closely the experimental core

streptavidin structure. Most of the reported data of the

classical force field simulation are based on the whole-

structure data (e.g. RMSD, RGYR, SASA, RMSF), and

even when the interatomic distances are disussed, we pre-

pared the analysis in such a way that the reported data do not

depend on the choice of the particular chain. The crystal

water present in the experimental PDB structure was

removed to avoid possible short contacts during inclusion of

large cofactors into the binding pocket (see below). This

procedure was also consistently used for non-loaded protein

simulations. Typical protonation states were assumed: for

S
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Scheme 1 Biotinylated cofactor, [g6-(p-cymene)Ru(Biot-p-L)Cl]

Fig. 1 Fragment of WT SAV protein. One monomer was chosen for

clarity to show sites of mutations (CPK rendering) considered in this

study. Ser112 was mutated to Ala and Lys, respectively, and Pro64 to

Glycine
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residues Arg, Lys-positive, while Asp, Glu-negative.

Additionally, on the basis of visual examination of the

environment of the two histidine residues (87 and 127) of

SAV, and on pH-dependent structural studies of the SAV

protein [37], His87 was assumed to be positive and His127

residue was taken to be neutral and protonated at the d
nitrogen only. The S112A, S112K and P64G mutants were

prepared by single residue substitution in each of the

monomers of tetrameric SAV.

Cofactor preparation

In the current study two cofactors interacting with WT

SAV and its mutants were taken into account: (i) biotin, (ii)

the biotinylated catalyst [g6-(p-cymene)Ru(Biot-p-L)Cl]

with either (R) or (S) configuration at the metal. The

cofactors are non-standard, therefore it was necessary to

proceed with force field parametrization for some missing

parameters, not present in the force field, according to the

quantum–mechanical data. Geometry optimization of the

cofactors was performed using Density Functional Theory

(DFT) [38, 39]. Three-parameter hybrid formula consisting

of nonlocal exchange potential proposed by Becke [40]

with the nonlocal correlation functional of Lee, Yang and

Parr [41] denoted as B3LYP in conjugation with the SDD

basis set (including pseudopotential to replace core elec-

trons of the heavy atoms) [42] was used. Subsequently,

harmonic frequencies were calculated to confirm that the

obtained structures correspond to minima on the potential

energy surface (PES). Partial atomic charges were calcu-

lated according to Merz–Kollman–Singh scheme [43]. A

necessary task at this point, validation of the additional

force field parameters for the cofactor, carried out against

DFT and MP2 quantum-chemical data, is presented in the

Online Resource 1. Electrostatic potential (ESP) distribu-

tion around the isolated molecule of biotinylated [g6-(p-

cymene)Ru(Biot-p-L)Cl] catalyst and around the catalyst

placed in the model of the binding pocket of S112 SAV

was also calculated for visual inspection of the reactive

(electro- or nucleophilic) parts of the cofactor. The model

of the binding pocket used in the ESP study consisted of

the following residues: Asn23, Leu25, Ser27, Tyr43, Ser45,

Val47, Asn49, Ala86, Ser88, Thr90, Leu110, Lys112,

Lys121, Asp128, and Lys1210 from a neighboring mono-

mer of the tetrameric S112K SAV. These residues were

selected on the basis of their proximity to the cofactor, but

the hydrophobic tryptophan moieties were not taken into

account, since their stabilizing effect is not ESP-related,

but corresponds to the van der Waals forces. Calculated

structural and electronic structure parameters were further

used to complete the molecular mechanics force field. This

part of the simulations was carried out using the Gauss-

ian03 suite of programs [44].

Classical force field molecular dynamics models

preparation

The first set of models consisted of the tetrameric WT SAV

and its mutants-S112A, S112K and P64G. The second one

contained the complexes between WT SAV and its mutants

with biotin, while for the third set of models, [g6-(p-cym-

ene)Ru(Biot-p-L)Cl] with either (R) or (S) configuration at

the metal served as the cofactor. In the last mentioned set

of models, atomic coordinates of biotin present in the

experimental X-ray structure of the biotin-SAV complex

[37] served as anchor points on which the biotinylated

cofactor was built. In the second and third sets of models,

which contain ligands, all four ligand-binding sites were

always loaded with the cofactor. However, due to the lack

of symmetry in the PDB structure which server as the base

model, the four cofactors were built by the LEAP module

with slightly different geometry, providing locally different

initial starting points for further simulation. Subsequently,

all the prepared models were placed in rectangular boxes of

ca. (85 9 88 9 94 Å) dimensions filled with water (ca.

17,000–17,060 molecules, depending on the model). Peri-

odic boundary conditions (PBCs) were applied to simulate

the bulk solution. The net charge of the studied complexes

was neutralized using sodium ions. The net charge of the

protein is -6 (-2 for the S112K mutant), which is not a

multiple of 4—see the top of the section ‘‘Procedures

related to the classical force field MD simulation’’ for

explanation. The Amber ff99SB force field [45] was

employed for the organic part and counterions, while water

molecules were described by TIP3P model [46]. The force

field parameters for the cofactor, listed in Online Resource

1, were based on quantum–mechanical calculations (bonds,

angles) or similarity with existing parameters. Non-bonded

van der Waals and short range electrostatic interactions

(calculated in direct space) were switched off at 10 Å. The

particle mesh Ewald method was applied to evaluate the

long range electrostatic interaction [47–49]. The models

were prepared with assistance of the LEAP program

implemented in the AMBER9 suite of programs [50],

which also served as a tool for adding hydrogen atoms in

positions defined by the residue structures and topology

files, and with the assumed protonation states discussed in

section ‘‘Procedures related to the classical force field MD

simulation’’.

Classical force field molecular dynamics simulations

First, as an initial part of the MD simulations, the energy

minimization of 200 steps (after 10 steps of steepest des-

cent, conjugate gradient technique was switched on) was

carried out to remove short contacts between the studied

systems and solvent. Secondly, all investigated systems
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underwent NVT simulations, which were taken as an

equilibration time. The systems were heated to 300 K using

a stepwise protocol (75 ps of linear heating from 0 to

100 K, 75 ps equilibration at 100 K, and further analo-

gously with 100 K increments to 300 K, at which temper-

ature the system was kept for ca. 1.2 ns) and thermostatted

using Langevin thermostats [51]. A time-step of 1.5 fs was

employed and the total simulation time for equilibration

consisted of 1.5 ns runs. Finally, for the production simu-

lation we switched to NPT ensemble (regulated with

Langevin thermostats and barostats set at 300 K and 1 atm

conditions [51, 52]) and the data were collected for more

than 50 ns for each of the investigated systems. Each sim-

ulation of 50 ns, run on 64 cores (Intel Xeon EM64T

2.33 GHz CPU), took ca. 15–18 days of wall time. Bonds

involving hydrogen atoms were kept at fixed length using

the SHAKE algorithm [53]. At the level of accuracy pro-

vided by classical potential functions, this fact should have

negligible impact on the hydrogen bonding network. The

AMBER9 suite of programs was employed for this part of

simulations [50]. The post-processing of the obtained tra-

jectories was performed using the VMD program [54].

Ab initio force field Born–Oppenheimer molecular

dynamics simulations

Molecular dynamics simulations in vacuo with ab initio

force field were carried out on the basis of the Born–

Oppenheimer scheme assuming full evaluation of the

electronic structure of the system at each time-step [55, 56].

This part of simulations was performed using the CP2K

program [57] which uses a dual Gaussian—plane-wave

basis set to describe the DFT Kohn–Sham orbitals and

electron density. As a model of the hydrogen bonding part

of the binding pocket the following residues were consid-

ered: Thr90 (with OH group directed towards the sulfur

atom of biotin), Asp128 (with COO- directed towards one

of the NH group of biotin), Ser27, Ser45, Glu44, Tyr43 and

Asn23. Glu44 is not directly involved in the biotin-protein

interactions, but this residue was included as it connects

Tyr43 and Ser45. The computational model of the binding

pocket of WT SAV and biotin complex is presented in

Fig. 2. Starting coordinates of the relevant atoms were

extracted from the initial structure of the classical model.

High computational demands of this type of MD (see

below) excluded possibility of repeating the run several

times with different initial coordinates. Taking the experi-

mental solid-state data as the source for initial coordinates

was considered by us as the safest choice; snapshots from

the classical simulations might accidentally provide an

instantaneous unfavorable arrangement of the ligand versus

the residues. The studied complex was placed in a cubic box

with an edge of 24 Å. As an initial part of the simulations,

the energy minimization was performed with constraints

placed on carbon or nitrogen atoms of the terminal groups

simulating the extended protein (see Figure SI21 of the

Online Resource 2). Kinetic energy cutoff of 240 Ry was

applied for the plane-wave expansion of the electron den-

sity, and triple-zeta-valence ? polarization (TZVP)

Gaussian basis set was employed to provide localized

description of the electronic structure of the studied com-

plex. Core electrons were represented by GTH pseudopo-

tentials [58–60]. A gradient-corrected exchange–correlation

DFT functional denoted as BLYP was used [41, 61]. Sub-

sequently, the Born–Oppenheimer molecular dynamics was

performed using NVT ensemble. The MD simulations were

performed at 300 K and Nosé-Hoover thermostat was used

to control the assigned conditions [62, 63]. The time-step of

0.75 fs was used during the simulations. Total data collec-

tion time was ca. 8 ps, and the wall clock time for the

simulation using 32 Intel Xeon EM64T CPU cores was ca.

25 days. The initial 1,000 steps of the MD run (0.75 ps)

were taken as an equilibration time and were not considered

during the data analyses. The geometry constraints men-

tioned above for the optimization step were also kept during

the MD simulation. Ab initio force field MD enabled us to

prepare a very accurate description of the time evolution of

the hydrogen bonding network, which is one of the key

factors for exceptional stability constant of the biotin-

binding in the pocket, and thus—for the versatility of biotin-

(strept)avidin technology. Analysis of the time evolution of

the selected contacts will provide information on the

dynamics of the binding pocket, and the importance of

particular residues for binding can be potentially estimated.

Graphical presentation of the results was prepared with the

VMD [54] and Gnuplot [64] programs.

Results and discussion

Classical force field and DFT Born–Oppenheimer molec-

ular dynamics methods were used to scrutinize the nature

and describe the details associated with the streptavidin–

biotin/[g6-(p-cymene)Ru(Biot-p-L)Cl] (with either (R) or

(S) configuration at the metal center) interactions at the

atomistic level. Special attention was devoted to the sta-

bility of the investigated complexes and the network of

intermolecular hydrogen bonds, which are the most

important factors for the rational design of artificial

metalloenzymes. Electrostatic potential served as an addi-

tional parameter describing the cofactor-protein interac-

tion. The current study is aimed not only at elucidating the

cofactor dynamics, but also at estimating the effect of

mutations and the influence of the cofactor on the stability

of the protein. Additionally it is useful to compare the

advantages and disadvantages of both types of MD
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simulations. Their CPU-demanding nature and long real-

time length (on the scale of 2–3 weeks for a single run,

which in fact must be multiplied by at least two due to

various policies of CPU resource usage, queueing systems

etc.) call for careful desinging the desired information to be

gathered from each run. This is true especially concerning

the DFT-based MD, for which it is important to choose a

suitable model for simulation. Being aware of the fact that

dispersion effects of the hydrophobic cage play significant

role in the stability of the cofactor-SAV complex, we did

not attempt to model these interactions using DFT. We

turned our attention to the dynamic nature of the stronger

interactions, i.e. hydrogen bonds and Coulomb attraction of

charged residues. With this in mind, we expected that the

hydrogen bonding network in a small model (without rigid

protein scaffold and stabilizing hydrophobic interactions, in

the gas-phase model limit) will be very flexible at the DFT

level. On the other hand, the use of ab initio potential energy

surface allowed us to overcome the classical nature of

standard force fields (e.g. DFT-based MD allows possibility

of proton transfer). Thus, the simulations based on classical

and ab initio potential function are used by us in a com-

plementary fashion: the former, equipped with empirical

corrections for weak interactions difficult to describe at the

DFT level, provide picture of the system stability at large

scale unaccessible for the ab initio schemes, while the latter

allow us to observe detailed behavior of hydrogen bonding

network without the support of the protein scaffold.

Classical force field molecular dynamics

MD simulations based on classical potential function are

used to provide a description of the whole biomolecular

streptavidin–biotin and selected streptavidin-biotinylated

piano-stool catalyst complexes in water. The obtained

trajectories were analyzed using various post-processing

estimators. The first of them is Root Mean Square Devia-

tion (RMSD) of the protein backbone with reference to the

initial structure. A series of three Figs. 3, 4 and 5 presents

the time evolution of the RMSD for streptavidin and its

mutants in three respective configurations: (i) apo (cofac-

tor-free), (ii) loaded with biotin and (iii) containing bio-

tinylated piano-stool catalyst: [g6-(p-cymene)Ru(Biot-p-

L)Cl]. For the apo structure (Fig. 3), the most stable

dynamics, as revealed by the smallest fluctuations of the

Fig. 2 Biotin surrounded by key residues forming hydrogen bonding

network—a model for ab initio Born–Oppenheimer molecular

dynamics. For clarity, only those hydrogen atoms which participate

in the hydrogen bonds are depicted. A different view is presented in

Figures SI20 and SI21 of the online resource 2

Fig. 3 Root mean square deviation (RMSD, in Å) of the protein

backbone as a function of MD simulation time (in ns) for WT SAV

and its mutants. WT SAV is marked in red, S112A in green, S112K in

blue and P64G in purple

Fig. 4 Root mean square deviation (RMSD, in Å) of the protein

backbone as a function of MD simulation time (in ns) for WT SAV,

WT SAV-Biotin and its mutants with Biotin. WT SAV is marked in

red, WT SAV-Biotin in cyan, S112A-Biotin in green, S112K-Biotin

in blue and P64G-Biotin in purple
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RMSD, is recorded for the WT SAV. While the P64G

mutant has overall lower RMSD values, the time evolution

(scheme of RMSD fluctuations) is more dynamic than for

the WT SAV. On the other hand, structures of both S112A

and S112K mutants seem to fluctuate more than the two

other variants. This fact is reproduced in the mean values

and standard deviations of the RMSD (Table 1). We

hypothesize that the fluctuations of the apo-structures are

larger than with either biotin- or metal-cofactor-loaded

SAV (Figs. 4 and 5 include RMSD time evolution for WT

SAV as a reference). This may be due to the comple-

mentarity of the cofactor-protein interactions, which leads

to destabilization of the protein in the absence of the

cofactor. The models for simulation were prepared on the

basis of the biotin-loaded experimental structure. Since the

adjustment of important structural elements, e.g. loops, to

the absence/presence of the biotin can take well over

hundreds of nanoseconds (see below), we could not expect

full equilibration of the biotin-free proteins. Therefore, the

RMSD fluctuations are much larger in Fig. 3, which

describes biotin-free simulations. This effect is much less

pronounced in Figs. 4 and 5, where proteins adjust much

better to the mutations and changed cofactor. However, the

relative stability of the cofactor-loaded SAV structures

cannot be easily estimated either from the RMSD graphs or

the statistical data included in Table 1. The structural

fluctuations of the backbone for all of the cofactor-loaded

systems follow the apo-WT SAV reference graph more

closely than do the apo mutants. This is another manifes-

tation of the stabilizing role of the cofactors. Moreover,

data from Table 1 suggests that there is a little difference

between RMSD values for a given protein variant loaded

with either biotin or the metal catalyst (e.g. 1.66 ± 0.13 Å

for biotin-WT SAV and 1.61 ± 0.12 Å for cofactor-WT

SAV). Usually the backbone fluctuations are smaller for

the cofactor-loaded protein in comparison to the respective

biotin-SAV system. This suggests that the presence of the

cofactor is not destabilizing the protein. Experimental

study [36] of a structurally related cofactor, [g6-(ben-

zene)Ru(Biot-p-L)Cl], anchored in S112K SAV suggests

that the protein structure is not disturbed and the super-

imposition of WT SAV and cofactor-bearing S112K

mutant results in only 0.28 Å RMSD between backbone Ca
carbon atoms of the two systems. Our classical force field

simulations also reproduce the exceptional stability of the

streptavidin backbone—apart from the RMSD discussed

above, superimpositions of the final structures after the MD

runs (see Figures SI1–SI6 of the Online Resource 2) indi-

cate that the deviations are relatively small.

The RMSD reflects the deviations of the structure from

the initial (reference) set of coordinates, but the direction of

actual change is not reported by this parameter. For this

particular purpose, we have calculated the mass-weighted

radius of gyration (RGYR) according to the formula:

RGYR ¼

PN

i¼1

miri � r2
m

PN

i¼1

mi

where N is the number of atoms in the protein, mi and ri are

mass and position of the i-th atom, and rm is the barycenter

Fig. 5 Root mean square deviation (RMSD, in Å) of the protein

backbone as a function of MD simulation time (in ns) for WT SAV,

WT SAV-[g6-(p-cymene)Ru(Biot-p-L)Cl] and its mutants with [g6-

(p-cymene)Ru(Biot-p-L)Cl]. WT SAV is marked in red, WT SAV[g6-

(p-cymene)Ru(Biot-p-L)Cl] in cyan, S112A-[g6-(p-cymene)Ru(Biot-

p-L)Cl] in green, S112K[g6-(p-cymene)Ru(Biot-p-L)Cl] in blue and

P64G-[g6-(p-cymene)Ru(Biot-p-L)Cl] in purple

Table 1 Selected structural parameters of the WT SAV and its

mutants studied by classical molecular dynamics in apo forms and in

complexes with biotin or metal-containing cofactor [g6-(p-cyme-

ne)Ru(Biot-p-L)Cl]

RMSD ± SD [Å] RGYR ± SD [Å]

WT SAV 1.67 ± 0.17 22.13 ± 0.07

S112A SAV 1.84 ± 0.19 22.19 ± 0.07

S112K SAV 1.81 ± 0.23 22.23 ± 0.09

P64G SAV 1.46 ± 0.15 22.10 ± 0.06

Biotin-WT SAV 1.66 ± 0.13 22.14 ± 0.06

Biotin-S112A SAV 1.50 ± 0.18 22.11 ± 0.06

Biotin-S112 K SAV 1.58 ± 0.12 22.10 ± 0.05

Biotin-P64G SAV 1.62 ± 0.21 22.03 ± 0.05

Cofactor-WT SAV 1.61 ± 0.12 22.13 ± 0.06

Cofactor-S112A SAV 1.45 ± 0.17 22.11 ± 0.05

Cofactor-S112 K SAV 1.53 ± 0.23 22.14 ± 0.06

Cofactor-P64G SAV 1.51 ± 0.13 22.02 ± 0.05

RMSD root mean square deviation of the atomic coordinates from the

initial structure, RGYR mass-weighted radius of gyration, SD standard

deviations
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of the system. RGYR for a given system is proportional to

its moment of inertia and reflects the expansion or con-

traction of the structure. Statistical averages and standard

deviations of this parameter are gathered in Table 1, while

Figures SI7–SI9 of the Online Resource 2 present its time

evolution for the apo-structures and biotin- or metal-loaded

proteins, respectively. The similarity between biotin- and

cofactor-loaded proteins is even more visible than from the

RMSD plots and statistics. More importantly, it is visible

that the P64G substitution leads to consistently smaller

average RGYR values, which means that the P64G SAV

structure is on average slightly more contracted. The data

for the other mutants do not show any clear dependencies,

apart from the fact that the presence of either biotin or the

metal-cofactor in the binding pocket is stabilizing the

structure. The S112A and S112K mutants behave similarly

to the WT SAV. These facts, consistent with the descrip-

tion based on the RMSD, show that the mutation of S112 is

acting locally. More surprisingly, the P64G SAV variant is

not more flexible than the WT SAV, especially if the large

cofactor is present. It is possible that the additional flexi-

bility introduced by the P64G mutation is quenched by the

presence of bulky cofactors. As mentioned at the beginning

of section ‘‘Computational methodology’’, residue 64 can

indirectly influence the behavior of the L7,8 loop of

streptavidin (residues 112–122) and P64G mutation

exchanges a rigid residue with a flexible one. This mutation

had favorable impact on reduction of p-methylacetophe-

none by artificial metalloenzyme [35]. Analysis of RMSF

and SASA, parameters describing backbone dynamics at a

local scale and solvation of the protein, respectively, is

presented in the Supporting Information. These parameters

show that even the local dynamics is only slightly affected,

and solvation shell of the protein is rather unaffected by the

mutations.

Important events for the SAV function are loop open-

ings. Both L3,4 (residues 35–46) and the aforementioned

L7,8 (residues 112–122) are able to open and close, and

this affects the binding of biotin. However, such events

were not present in our simulations at the used time scale,

even with the P64G mutant which was devised to provide

additional flexibility to the L7,8 loop. The experimental

time for this process is on the scale of hundreds of nano-

seconds, much larger than that of our simulation. A

molecular dynamics study on unbinding the biotin from the

SAV pocket [65] used an external force to open the L3,4

loop and provide necessary initial conditions for further

release of the ligand.

Next part of the discussion is devoted to the complexes

containing [g6-(p-cymene)Ru(Biot-p-L)Cl] as cofactor.

Both R and S configurations at the metal were considered.

If not specifically noted, all the results throughout the paper

refer to the (R)-configuration at ruthenium, which affords

the observed (R)-reduction product of the transfer hydro-

genation according to the mechanism of Noyori [34].

However, the secondary coordination sphere provided by

the protein is ill-defined. This fact is not caused by the

flexibility of the protein itself, which we have shown in the

preceding paragraphs. The cofactor itself is conforma-

tionally labile, and only the biotin part is tightly held within

the binding pocket of streptavidin. This leads to the

behavior depicted in Fig. 6: the environment of the

cofactor before and after the simulation is different, and

this in turn can strongly influence the stereoselectivity of

the reaction. Additional visualization of the cofactor flex-

ibility is presented in Figs. 7 and 8 for WT SAV and

S112K SAV, respectively. These Figures show that the

S112K mutation decreases conformational flexibility of the

cofactor. We will return to this fact shortly.

The experimental X-ray data for a related [g6-(ben-

zene)Ru(Biot-p-L)Cl]-S112K system indicate that the Ru–

Ru distance between neighboring cofactors is unrealisti-

cally short, 4.44 Å. This should lead either to partial

occupation of the binding pockets or to the conformational

disorder of the cofactors [36]. The time evolution of the

Ru–Ru distances during classical force field simulations is

presented in Figures SI16–SI19 of the Online Resource 2.

These graphs indicate that the cofactors are able to avoid

such short contacts, at the price of increased disorder of the

Fig. 6 Superimposition of the cofactor-loaded WT SAV at the

beginning (the protein indicated in blue and the ligands in red) and

after (the protein indicated in gray and the ligands in yellow) the MD

run. Positions of the two [g6-(p-cymene)Ru(Biot-p-L)Cl] cofactors, in

the front and at the back, are also indicated. The apparent shift of the

ureido ring of the cofactor is an artifact of the RMSD alignment

procedure—note that the protein backbone is also shifted by the same

vector after the MD run
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structure. Interestingly, for all variants there are shorter or

longer periods of stable metal–metal separation; the least

structured cofactors are observed for the P64G SAV

mutant, which was indeed devised to provide increased

flexibility of the structure. An important observation is also

that the pairs of cofactors of mixed stereochemistry (R–S

pairs) seem to be less fluctuating than the R–R pairs, which

is systematically visible in the distances averaged over

the MD run: 7.48 ± 0.30 Å for the R–S pair and

6.45 ± 0.99 Å for the R–R case in the WT SAV simulation

(see Figures SI16–SI19, where additionally data for the

mutants is provided). It should be emphasized here that the

host SAV was experimentally determined to have 1.4 eq.

active sites with respect to the ruthenium cofactor [35], but

the crystal structure of the SAV-cofactor complex shows

that the biotin moiety is present in all binding sites [36].

Finally, the consideration should be given to the

cofactor–protein interactions. These are globally repre-

sented in the Fig. 9 as radial distribution functions (RDF)

for two types of considered atom pairs. The first (upper)

RDF graph represents distribution of the distances between

metal centers and all of the backbone Ca atoms, while the

second one describes contacts between the metal and all

atoms of the closest residue 112. The S112A substitution in

the tetrameric protein does not influence significantly the

dynamics of the metal with respect to the backbone. This is

reflected in the closest contact with the Ca atom—the value

of ca. 7 Å for WT SAV is only slightly decreased in the

cases of S112A and S112K mutants. However, comparison

Fig. 7 Two representations of superposition of cofactor positions

sampled at 10 ns intervals during classical MD simulation of WT

SAV-[g6-(p-cymene)Ru(Biot-p-L)Cl] complex. Colors (from blue
through white to red) indicate time sequence of the snapshots

Fig. 8 Two representations of superposition of cofactor positions

sampled at 10 ns intervals during classical MD simulation of S112K-

[g6-(p-cymene)Ru(Biot-p-L)Cl] complex. The K112 residue is also

marked. Colors (from blue through white to red) indicate time

sequence of the snapshots
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of Figs. 7 and 8 shows that the presence of the K112 res-

idue conformationally stabilizes the cofactor. The local

dynamics of the cofactor is most perturbed for the P64G

variant, and the RDF maximum indicating the nearest

metal—backbone carbon contact is moved away to 7.6 Å.

The situation is similar when the nearest residue 112

(which is either Ser, Ala or Lys depending on the isoform)

is considered as the basis for RDF calculations (Fig. 9,

lower graph). Note that the relatively conservative S112A

mutation does not change the RDF from the reference WT

SAV values. On the other hand, the relatively large and

more flexible lysine sidechain in S112K is responsible for

the general broadening and shift of the RDF graph towards

larger distances. The combined shift-and-broadening effect

is even more pronounced for the P64G mutant, and this

must be attributed again to changes in the local dynamics

of the cofactor. This local dynamics is governed not only

by the conformational flexibility, but also by the electro-

static potential (ESP) distribution around the cofactor,

which will be described in section ‘‘Electrostatic potential

maps’’.

Born–Oppenheimer molecular dynamics with ab initio

force field—Comparison with classical force field

hydrogen bonding network

The main object of this part of the study was investigation

of the hydrogen bonding network—one of the factors

responsible for the stable anchoring of the biotin in the

binding pocket. The model assumed for this study (see

Fig. 2) is taken from the wild-type SAV, since mutations of

the pocket residues known in the literature decrease biotin-

binding constant [29, 66], and contains the most important

contacts, including unusual O–H���S hydrogen bond

between Thr90 of streptavidin and the sulfur atom of bio-

tin. O–H���S hydrogen bonds are less investigated com-

pared to O–H���O or N–H���N interactions, however they

are frequent in proteins [67] and can also be strong and

important in some circumstances. Parameter-free tech-

niques such as ab initio force field MD are well suited for

the task of investigating such hydrogen bonds, which we

have shown in our recent study on the properties of O–

H���S bridge [68]. When constructing the model, we have

omitted the rest of the protein, including the hydrophobic

cage formed by tryptophan residues. As a consequence, the

interactions are weakened and the stability of biotin posi-

tion could be affected. Our aim was to estimate the

importance of particular residues by observing if their close

contacts with biotin are able to be sustained even in the

absence of the protein scaffold.

Figure 10 presents the time evolution of the three

hydrogen-bonded contacts formed between the carbonyl

oxygen atom (acceptor) of the biotin and the donating

moieties: Asn23–NH, Ser27–OH and Tyr43–OH. It is

visible that the only contact which is stable throughout the

whole short simulation is Tyr43–OH���O(biotin). The other

Fig. 9 Unnormalized pair radial distribution function (in arbitrary

units) for the Ru–Ca distances (upper graph) and Ru—residue 112

distances (lower graph)

Fig. 10 Time evolution of the hydrogen bonds with carbonyl oxygen

atom of biotin acting as an acceptor. Results of the DFT BOMD

indicate that the O���N bond is the weakest of the contacts formed by

the ureido oxygen atom
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two contacts are not stable: Ser27–OH���O(biotin) dissoci-

ates after 4 ps of the simulations. However, the bridge

between the biotin oxygen atom and Asn23–NH seems to

be even weaker—it is very flexible from the start of the

simulation, and the N–H moiety moves even farther away

from the biotin ureido head throughout the MD run. This is

consistent with the fact that generally N–H���O bonds are

weaker than O–H���O contacts. The observed tendency is in

agreement with classical force field findings showing very

dynamic behavior of hydrogen bonds in the binding pocket

[30].

In the next step, contacts between ureido nitrogen atoms

of biotin with surrounding residues were analyzed (see

Fig. 11). These contacts also display diverse behavior: the

N2–H(biotin)���O–Asp128 contact is preserved throughout

the simulation, while N1–H(biotin)���O–Ser45 is more

dynamic in nature—frequent bond breaking/formation

takes place for this contact. The length of this bridge

oscillates with even greater amplitude until at the end of

the simulation. After 6 ps of elapsed time, the contact

seems to become totally broken. This fact suggests again

that some contacts are dynamically forming and breaking,

but in the limited space of the binding pocket inside the

protein, there is a very high chance of quick re-establishing

of the hydrogen bond. Such events were frequently

observed in classical simulations [30]. The behavior of the

other contact, with participation of the negatively charged

Asp128 residue, is very stable—this hydrogen bond is

charge-assisted, which also strengthens the other contacts

formed by the head of the biotin molecule [32].

The two well-conserved contacts, Tyr43–OH���O(biotin)

and N2–H(biotin)���O–Asp128, have the following aver-

aged length during the ab initio runs: 2.794 ± 0.172 Å and

2.813 ± 0.118 Å. Table 2 reports also the corresponding

data for the unstable bonds, calculated within their period

of stability. Comparison of these values with experimental

data (Table 2) shows that the ab initio force field MD,

despite the simplified model, is able to describe the inter-

actions within the system very well. The charge-assisted

bridge to Asp128 is reproduced as slightly too strong,

which can be attributed not only to the steric effects of the

protein in the real system, but also to the moderating effect

of the environment (protein and solvent) recognized mac-

roscopically as the dielectric constant. The absence of this

effect in the simplified ab initio model can lead to an

increased role of electrostatic forces, and thus to the

shortening of the charge-assisted bridge.

The remaining contact formed between sulfur atom of

the biotin and hydroxyl group of Thr90 is particularly

unstable as it is broken already after 1.5 ps of ab initio run

(see Fig. 11). This highlights its secondary role in securing

the biotin in the binding pocket. Usually, only the network

of hydrogen bonds formed by the ureido moiety of biotin is

considered in the binding studies [32, 33]. Additionally,

constrained classical force field MD of biotin in aqueous

solution has shown that biotin is a flexible cofactor able to

convert easily between several conformations (extended,

semi-folded and folded states) [69]. This flexibility of

biotin can also add to the ease with which the O–H���S
bond was broken in our Born–Oppenheimer MD simula-

tion. The discussion of these facts is supported by the

analysis of the hydrogen bonding network in our classical

force field MD (see Table 2 and Figures SI22–SI24 of the

Online Resource 2). In agreement with previous calcula-

tions [30, 32, 33] this network is dynamical in nature, but

the most important contacts are formed by the planar ure-

ido moiety. However, classical force field simulations

predict that the N1–H(biotin)���O–Ser45 and Thr90–O–

H���S(biotin) bonds are stable, while the N2–H(biotin)���O–

Asp128 contact is frequently disrupted. These facts indi-

cate the role of the supporting protein scaffold, which helps

the large-model AMBER simulations to predict long-term

stability of some contacts. Indeed, length of our simula-

tions (50 ns) is much larger than reorganization times for

hydrogen bonding networks. Note that the contacts in the

classical force field simulations (Figures SI22–SI24) seem

to fall out of the hydrogen bonding range (for example

reaching over 4 Å), but then return to the bonded values.

This underlines the fact that the DFT BOMD small model

and the AMBER large-system calculations provide com-

plementary information on the studied systems.

Electrostatic potential maps

Two models—an isolated metal-bearing cofactor and the

same cofactor inside the binding pocket of S112K SAV—

were selected for generation of the electrostatic potential

Fig. 11 Time evolution of the hydrogen bonds with ureido nitrogen

atoms of biotin acting as donors, and the bond with sulfur atom acting

as an acceptor. Results of DFT BOMD show that the hydrogen bond

formed by sulfur atom is not stable
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(ESP) maps (Fig. 12). In the case of the studied biotinylated

piano-stool ruthenium catalyst (upper part of the Fig. 12),

the metal center is not the source of the strongest electro-

static forces. The oxygen atoms of biotin, linker carbonyl

and –SO2– group, followed by the ethylenediamine nitro-

gen atoms and biotin sulfur, seem to generate the strongest

negative ESP. This means that positive residues, such as

lysine, will interact preferentially with the –SO2– moiety

providing additional anchor point, and thus some degree of

stabilization of the cofactor structure. The result of such an

interaction is visible on Figs. 7 and 8, which indicate how

the S11K mutation is able to constrain the dynamics of the

cofactor. Such statement is confirmed when the model of

the cofactor-loaded binding pocket is analyzed (Fig. 12,

lower part). Most interactions are located in the vicinity of

the biotin moiety, but there are several other relevant con-

tacts: between the –SO2– group of the cofactor and Lys112

of the second chain of the protein, and between the metal

center and Lys112 or Lys121 from the primary chain

forming the binding pocket. These residues were experi-

mentally found to afford modification of the yield and e-

nantioselectivity of the catalytic process of transfer

hydrogenation carried out by the artificial metalloenzyme,

and the ESP maps provide additional proof that the formed

contacts affect directly either the metal center or the groups

responsible for the conformational freedom of the cofactor.

Conclusions

The simulations carried out in this study were devised to

test two related phenomena: (i) The influence of selected

point mutations on the structure and dynamics of the pro-

tein as well as cofactors, and (ii) The stability of the

hydrogen bonding network which is one of the factors

responsible for the binding of biotin and biotinylated

cofactors. Our findings can be summarized as follows:

a. The point mutations did not influence the overall

structure of the protein, in agreement with the exper-

imental data [36], and the local dynamics of the

backbone seems to be also almost not changed

irrespective of the mutation.

b. The absence of cofactors generally leads to increased

structural fluctuations (WT SAV and the P64G mutant

Table 2 Distances of selected hydrogen bonds formed between the

protein and biotin (btn) or the metal-loaded cofactor (L), in

comparison to experimental X-ray data from the PDB database. Note

the inequality of distances in two chains of the 2IZF PDB structure.

The first column reports the DFT Born–Oppenheimer MD, the next

five columns—classical force field MD simulations. Averages and

standard deviations in Å. The values in bold typeface (DFT BOMD)

denote the evaluations carried out only until the loss of stability of the

considered bonds

Contact DFT BOMD WT ? btn WT ? L P64G ? L S112A ? L S112K ? L 2IZF,B 2IZF,D 2QCB

Tyr43–OH���O 2.794 ± 0.17 2.711 ± 0.13 2.735 ± 0.14 2.735 ± 0.13 2.735 ± 0.14 2.732 ± 0.14 2.770 2.639 2.707

Asn23–NH���O 4.266 ± 0.43 3.551 ± 0.46 3.455 ± 0.57 3.371 ± 0.38 3.333 ± 0.35 3.385 ± 0.38 3.033 2.904 2.980

Ser27–OH���O 2.982 ± 0.13 2.703 ± 0.14 2.761 ± 0.24 2.700 ± 0.12 2.694 ± 0.12 2.719 ± 0.15 2.698 2.564 2.674

N1–H���O–Ser45 3.294 ± 0.25 3.073 ± 0.20 3.137 ± 0.22 3.130 ± 0.21 3.035 ± 0.17 3.145 ± 0.23 3.060 2.971 3.025

N2–H���O–Asp128 2.813 ± 0.12 2.943 ± 0.16 2.934 ± 0.20 2.918 ± 0.16 2.908 ± 0.14 2.917 ± 0.17 2.881 2.872 2.857

Thr90–OH���S 3.676 ± 0.19 3.214 ± 0.17 3.414 ± 0.29 3.227 ± 0.19 3.199 ± 0.17 3.369 ± 0.27 3.316 3.325 3.365

Fig. 12 Electrostatic potential distribution around the [g6-(p-cyme-

ne)Ru(Biot-p-L)Cl] cofactor (upper graph) and in the model of the

cofactor binding pocket of the S112K SAV (lower graph). Two rings

of the biotin moiety (a) are located in an interaction-rich pocket. The

SO2 fragment (b) is in contact with Lys112 residue (c). The metal

center (d) lies close to Lys121 (e). Isocontours at ?0.25 a.u. (blue)

and -0.075 a.u. (red). Results of DFT B3LYP/SDD calculations
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are exceptions), which underlines the fact that biotin-

(strept)avidin systems are fine-tuned examples of

complementarity of the host-cofactor interactions.

c. The cofactors easily change their conformation, but are

also able to reside in a given conformational minimum

for an extended period of time, as shown in Figures

SI16–SI19;

d. The local environment of the ruthenium is influenced

by the mutations, and surprisingly the effect is most

pronounced for the P64G mutation which does not take

place in the immediate vicinity of the metal, but can

indirectly affect the L7,8 loop of streptavidin (residues

112–122).

e. The network of hydrogen bonds formed between biotin

and surrounding streptavidin residues is very dynamic

in nature and frequent bond formation/breaking

takes place. The most persistent contact is Tyr43–

OH���O(biotin). This fact is visible in the long-time-

scale classical force field simulation, as well as in the

small model short ab initio Born–Oppenheimer MD run.

f. The simulation protocols for molecular dynamics

studies of biotin-streptavidin systems with classical

and ab initio force fields were tested successfully and

rationalized the dynamics of the cofactor.

g. A very important finding is associated with P64G

mutant. The mutated site is located in the flexible part

of the protein. Its effect on the catalytic activity is,

however, caused not only by the flexibility introduced

possibly into the backbone. Additional cause is also

the presence of terminal parts of the cofactors in the

vicinity of the residue 64.
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